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The Supreme Court of Pakistan has disqualified Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif in a landmark verdict in the Panama case. The decision has per-
manently shut the door of power on him as there is no provision in the law
to appeal against the conviction. Besides being unseated, he and his three
children also face criminal charges, which may land them in jail in a few
months.
A three-member bench, headed by Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan, unani-

mously ruled that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was unfit for holding office
and also ordered an accountability court to open corruption references
against him, his sons Hussain Nawaz and Hassan Nawaz, daughter
Maryam Nawaz, her husband Captain (retd) Muhammad Safdar and Fi-
nance Minister Ishaq Dar, whose son is husband to the prime minister’s
younger daughter. In its order, the court said, "The Election Commission
of Pakistan (ECP) shall issue a notification disqualifying Nawaz Sharif from
being a member of the Parliament with immediate effect, after which he
shall cease to be the Prime Minister of Pakistan.” Subsequently, he was
unseated. The judges ruled that Nawaz Sharif had been dishonest to the
parliament and the courts when he failed to disclose his employment in
the Dubai-based Capital FZE company in his 2013 nomination papers and,
thus, could not be deemed fit for his office. “It is hereby declared that hav-
ing failed to disclose his un-withdrawn receivables constituting assets from

Capital FZE Jebel Ali, UAE, in his nomination papers filed for the general
elections held in 2013 in terms of Section 12(2)(f) of the Representation
of the People Act, 1976 (ROPA), and having furnished a false declaration
under solemn affirmation, respondent No. 1 Nawaz Sharif is not honest in
terms of Section 99(f) of ROPA and Article 62(1)(f) of the Constitution of
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973, and therefore he is disqualified to
be a Member of the Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament)."
The court has recommended that all material collected by the joint in-

vestigation team (JIT), which was appointed by the court to probe the
Sharif family's financial dealings, be sent to an accountability court within
six weeks. On the basis of information collected by the JIT, cases will be
opened against former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and five members of
his family. Under the order, the accountability court will announce its judg-
ments on the references within six months and a Supreme Court of Pak-
istan judge will oversee the implementation of the order. References will
be filed by the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) before the account-
ability court against Nawaz Sharif, Maryam Nawaz, Hussain Nawaz, Has-
san Nawaz and Muhammad Safdar relating to the Avenfield properties in
London. Reference will also be filed against Nawaz Sharif, Hussain and
Hassan Nawaz in the Azizia Steel Company and Hill Metal Establishment,
along with other companies. A reference will also be filed against Finance
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Minister Ishaq Dar for possessing assets and funds beyond his known
source of income.
The court said its new order was an extension of its earlier judgment

of the original five-member bench, comprising Justices Asif Saeed Khosa,
Ejaz Afzal Khan, Gulzar Ahmed, Sheikh Azmat Saeed and Ijazul Ahsan
on April 20, when the court, in a 3-2 split decision, had decided against
the disqualification of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif but ordered the forma-
tion of a joint investigation team (JIT) to probe the allegations of financial
irregularities and money laundering, noting that at present, there is “insuf-
ficient evidence to remove Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif.” Justice Asif
Saeed Khosa and Justice Gulzar Ahmed had called for the disqualification
of Prime Minister Nawaz on the basis that he was no longer (Sadiq and
Amin) honest, under the Article 62 and 63 of the Constitution. The other
three members of the bench, Justice Ejaz Afzal Khan, Justice Sheikh
Azmat Saeed and Justice Ijaz-ul-Ahsan, had not differed with the obser-
vations of the fellow judges, but said more investigations were needed to
reach the conclusion. 
The court has reached a unanimous decision after the findings of the

joint investigation team (JIT).
When the court had ordered the formation of the JIT, many analysts

feared it would fail to reach any conclusion, as was the case with joint in-
vestigation teams, constituted to investigate some cases in the past. Work-
ing under the court, the JIT produced stunning results. It found damning
evidences against the Sharif family, which allowed the court to reach its
verdict in a few days and without any dissenting note. The volume 10 of
the JIT report contains more evidence against the Sharif family. Prime Min-

ister Nawaz Sharif and his children will face many cases shortly. Punjab
Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif and his son Hamza Shahbaz will also be
probed in the Hudaibiya Paper Mills money laundering case, which does
not need a lengthy probe. Former Securities and Exchange Commission
of Pakistan (SECP) Zafar Hijazi, with his record tampering attempt, has
proved that the Chaudhry Sugar Mills money laundering case is also a se-
rious threat to the Sharif family.
The unanimous verdict of the court proves that the court had no doubt

about Nawaz Sharif’s central role in his children’s offshore companies, tax
evasion, money laundering and corruption, the charges under which their
trial started. Some analysts and media groups are trying to twist the ruling
as they claim Nawaz Sharif has been disqualified only under Article 62
and 63 of the Constitution and nobody can meet the criteria under it. They
are misleading people as they have closed their eyes to the opening words
of verdict as the judge said the latest court order was an extension of the
April 20 judgment, when two judges had called for the disqualification of
Prime Minister Nawaz on the basis that he was dishonest, evaded tax,
laundered money and accumulated assets beyond his means. His children
also failed to justify funds for their offshore companies. The three members
of the bench, who wanted more investigations, had not differed with the
observations of the dissenting judges, but wanted to provide another
chance to the Sharif family to prove their innocence in the JIT. However,
the JIT cleared the picture and allowed the court to reach a unanimous
decision. Before the formation of the JIT, the family faced charges of setting
up offshore companies, tax evasion, money laundering and corruption.
Now, forgery and perjury have also been added to their crime list.
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The WAPDA chairman recently told the Public Accounts Committee that
about Rs25 billion worth of water is wasted every year. Experts say that
the actual worth of water lost every year is much more. According to avail-
able figures, only about 10 percent of the available 145 million acre feet
(maf) of water can be stored in existing reservoirs as compared to the
global average of around 40 percent.  
It is estimated that that over 30 maf water flows down to the sea every

year. If we put down 10 maf to ecological need, the remaining 20 maf is
colossal waste. The economic value of water is calculated at $2 billion per
maf. This means that we waste $40 billion worth of water every year.
Such staggering loss of water is leading to a situation of extreme water

shortage.  Local and international water experts have repeatedly warned
that Pakistan will face a major water crisis in the next 10-20 years. Some
of the experts have pointed out that the Himalayan glaciers, contributing
over 80 percent water to the Indus river that feeds more than 65 percent
of the country's agriculture, are receding at a rate of 30-50 meters per

annum.
Pakistan has already been declared a “water-stressed” country and

the Asian Development Bank in its 2013 Outlook report classified the coun-
try on the verge of being “water scarce”. The country is said to be lingering
just above the scarcity limit of 1,000 cubic meters per capita and the next
few decades may see this figure falling by half. According to the ADB re-
port, Pakistan has a water storage capacity of only 30 days as against the
recommended 1,000 days needed for a country like Pakistan with its spe-
cial climatic conditions. Experts say that the impending water crisis is more
serious for Pakistan than other crises and poses an existential threat to
the country whose economy is based on agriculture. 
A report titled Understanding Pakistan’s water-security nexus issued

by the US Institute of Peace a couple of years back forecast that “because
of overuse and misuse, Pakistan is headed toward a serious water crisis.
The UN is expected to downgrade Pakistan from a ‘water stressed’ to
‘water scarce’ country by 2030. While issues between India and Pakistan
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often draw attention, water conflicts within Pakistan’s borders have the ex-
plosive potential to poison inter-ethnic and inter-provincial relations and
turn simmering tension into violence. In a country where livelihoods de-
pend heavily on reliable access to water, effectively managing water re-
sources can transform a common lightning rod for conflict into an
opportunity for building intra-communal cooperation and trust.” 

Per capita annual water availability in Pakistan has dwindled from
5,600 cubic metres at independence to the current level of 1,017 cubic
metres and is projected to decline further under the current infrastructure
and institutional conditions. The demand for water is projected to reach
274 million acre-feet (MAF) by 2025, while the supply is expected to re-
main stagnant at 191 MAF, resulting in a demand-supply gap of approxi-
mately 83 MAF. This will create a serious shortage of water for agriculture
and other needs. The World Bank and Earth Policy Institute have in their
various reports said that Pakistan would face a “water disaster” in the next
30-40 years owing to unusually fast depletion of the Himalayan glaciers,
low storage capacity and other related uncertainties. 
There are several factors contributing to the problem of rising water

shortage, like climatic changes and population explosion. According to ex-
perts, a solution to the problem lies in proper water management i.e. con-
serving the existing resources. But, sadly, the government has not yet
taken up the water issue seriously, nor is there any planning to tackle it on
short and long term basis. The water issue has been politicized in Pakistan
and that is  the reason why it seems next to impossible that it will be re-
solved in the near future. No serious effort is being made to remove the
mistrust between the largest province Punjab and the smaller federating
units over the  distribution of water and proposed sites for new dams, par-
ticularly Kalabagh dam, due to which this issue has been lingering on for
decades. Construction of new dams and water reservoirs has become
more important in the wake of decreasing storage capacity of the existing
three dams. The storage capacity of these dams has declined by 24 per-
cent from 16 million acre feet to 13 million acre feet and it is estimated that
it would go down by 50 percent in the next 20 years.

There is an obvious need for Pakistan to increase water storage ca-
pacity to manage low snowmelt and low rainfall, as well as the rehabilita-
tion of the distribution system to reduce losses but no serious effort has
been made to address these issues. The country has also failed to build a
single dam for more than three decades due to political bickering. Accord-
ing to experts, there are a number of ways to pre-empt the emerging crisis.
The general public needs to be educated about the conservation of water.
Secondly, it is necessary to build extra reservoirs where people can save
rain and floodwater for later use. During the monsoons, we get enough
rain which sometimes turns into floods, destroying homes and hearths,
crops and cattle. We have to find ways to harness rainwater and retain it
for later use. 

The Indus River System Authority (Irsa) recently issued a warning,
asking the government to freeze the country's entire development pro-
gramme for the next five years and divert these funds to the construction
of major water reservoirs on war footing. Irsa has emphasized that at the
very minimum a capacity for 22 million acre feet (MAF) of water should be
developed at the earliest.  As agriculture is the backbone of the country's
economy, reservoirs should be constructed on all feasible sites to store
this excess capacity. The total water availability in the country is 145 MAF,
while the existing storage capacity is only 14.10 MAF. If Pakistan had in-
creased its storage capacity over the past few decades there would been
less devastation from floods and the water stored during the rainy season
could have been used in case of drought.
Only two large dams have been built since the country’s inception. Over

time the storage capacity of existing dams has also eroded. As of 2015,
storage capacity at Tarbela Dam and Mangla Dam had eroded by 34 per-
cent and 10 percent, respectively, due to reservoir sedimentation. Benefits
of building larger dams go beyond saving a few extra maf’s of water. Large
dams can be used to produce hydroelectricity, which is a cheap and clean
source of power. In a flood-exposed country like Pakistan, dams in strate-
gic areas can also help in flood mitigation. Besides, the country can save
some rainwater, too, which currently goes to waste.
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The Supreme Court hearings in the Panama case have ended, but not the
drama and suspense that surround it. With the apex court having reserved
its judgment, the parties to the case as well as the entire nation are in a
state of suspended animation, waiting breathlessly as to what will happen
next.  
Last week the Supreme Court concluded the proceedings in the Pana-

magate case but PUT OFF announcing the final verdict. In a surprise move,
the court also opened Volume X of the joint investigation team's report,
which was earlier marked "confidential", providing a copy of the same to
Nawaz Sharif's lawyer. It may be recalled here that in their objections to the
JIT report, filed before the apex court the Sharif family and Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar had called the investigators' request to withhold Volume X "mala
fide". In the course of the proceedings, the judges expressed their willing-
ness to make Volume X public. Explaining the reasons for doing so, Justice

Azmat Saeed said that the volume contained details of the JIT's correspon-
dence and will be of great help in clearing a number of ambiguities.
The concluding session of the SC hearings was mainly devoted to re-

sponding to the judges' objections to the documents that Salman Akram
Raja, the lawyer representing Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif's children, had
submitted a day earlier. The issue of Maryam Nawaz being the beneficial
owner of the London flats was again taken up, with Justice Ejaz Afzal not-
ing that if the ownership is not included in the [tax] returns of Capt Safdar,
then the Representation of the People’s Act 1976 will be applicable.
The mood of the apex court on the concluding day was tough and busi-

nesslike. The honourable judges repeatedly shot down the defence
lawyers’ argument that Nawaz Sharif could not be held responsible for any
acts of omission and commission on the part of his children. They re-
minded that that being the holder of the highest office in the land, he was
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accountable for anything his family did. The judges also observed that de-
spite all efforts by the apex court and the Joint Investigation Team, the
Sharif family had failed to provide proofs of the sources of funds used to
buy properties in Saudi Arabia, Dubai and London. PM Nawaz Sharif’s
UAE work visa and Finance Minister Ishaq Dar’s accumulation of huge as-
sets in Dubai also reverberated through the court room on the last day of
the Panamagate hearings.

The three-judge bench in their concluding observations left no one in
any doubt that in delivering their final verdict they will strictly abide by law
and the constitution and will look at all options, including disqualification
of the prime minister. This has given rise to widespread speculation in the
country as to what will be the consequences if this happens. Top legal
minds in the country differ whether the PM can be disqualified. Some of
them are of the opinion that until and unless a direct link of the prime min-
ister with the purchase of London flats is established, he can’t be ques-
tioned about anything regarding these flats.
One of the country’s senior-most lawyers, Abid Hassan Minto has said

the Supreme Court will have to minutely examine the available evidence
on the basis of which it has to take any decision. If it is proved that the Lon-
don flats were purchased through ill-gotten money, the apex court can take
any decision. On the other hand, Justice (retd) Wajihuddin Ahmed is of the
view that if the prime minister’s family failed to establish the source of funds
to purchase the London flats, this would  implicate the premier as well. 
Another opinion is that the apex court could also refer the case to an

accountability court on the basis of the findings of the JIT, if the missing
links of the London flats were not established, the court could de-notify
him as an MNA. According to this view, if the prime minister and his family
could not prove the money trail of the London flats, the apex court could
disqualify the premier on the ground that he had failed to justify the means
of his income.
In the meantime, all major parties have held consultative meetings of

top party leaders to develop strategies to deal with the situation that would
arise following the announcement of the reserved judgment by the apex
court. Reportedly, in his meeting with advisers, PM Nawaz Sharif an-
nounced to accept whatever verdict the Supreme Court bench would de-
liver, but it was also decided that all legal, constitutional and political

options would be utilized in case the prime minister was disqualified.
On its part, the PTI is convinced that a disqualification verdict against

the PM is in the offing but, at the same time, it is reported to have readied
Plan B in case the SC decided otherwise. Rumblings of political storms
ahead are in the air.

The concluding session of the
SC hearings was mainly devoted
to responding to the judges'
objections to the documents
that Salman Akram Raja, the
lawyer representing Prime 
Minister Nawaz Sharif's c
hildren, had submitted a day
earlier. The issue of Maryam
Nawaz being the beneficial
owner of the London flats was
again taken up, with Justice Ejaz
Afzal noting that if the owner-
ship is not included in the [tax]
returns of Capt Safdar, then the
Representation of the People’s
Act 1976 will be applicable.
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The joint investigation team (JIT), formed by the Supreme Court of Pak-
istan to probe the Panama Papers case, has recommended reopening 15
cases against the Sharif family. The Sharifs have faced real accountability
for the first time, but it appears they will not be the last to face the process
as there are credible reports that it would expand in a few months.
The JIT has set the ball rolling after it sought help from different coun-

tries under agreements on mutual legal assistance. According to sources,
the accountability process will not stop at the Sharifs and investigations
would also start against all accused, who were named in the Panama
leaks. People, who hold Swiss accounts, purchased properties in the UAE

and the UK, including the Surrey Palace, will also be included in the probe.
Former President Asif Zardari must have already started feeling the heat,
though he has been cleared of all charges.
In 2015, the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) submitted a report

on 150 mega scams in the Supreme Court of Pakistan, which included the
names of top politicians and bureaucrats of the country. The report was
submitted after the court had reprimanded the NAB several times and it
transpired that the anti-graft body failed to complete investigations even
in 20 years. The report included cases against Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif,
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former President Asif Ali Zardari and other politicians and bureaucrats of
the country. The report stated that since 2000, two investigations were un-
derway against the Sharif brothers on charges of misusing their authority
in construction of a road from Raiwind to their family home, thus misap-
propriating Rs126 million. In another matter of an illegal appointment in
the Federal Investigation Agency, a NAB investigation had been underway
against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif since December 18, 1999. Since Feb-
ruary 11, 2000, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar also faced a probe for misusing
his authority and holding assets beyond his stated means.
Former President Asif Zardari was probed for amassing illegal assets

worth Rs22 billion. Seven investigations continued against former Prime
Minister Raja Pervez Ashraf for misusing his authority in awarding rental
power plants’ contracts. PML-Q chief Chaudhry Shujaat and former Punjab
Chief Minister Chaudhry Pervaiz Elahi had been under investigation since
April 12, 2000, for misusing their authority to amass assets worth Rs2.428
billion, which were beyond their means. Since October 7, 2000, former In-
terior Minister Aftab Khan Sherpao faced an investigation for amassing as-
sets beyond known sources of income. In 2014, an inquiry was also
launched against former Balochistan Chief Minister Aslam Khan Raisani
for amassing assets worth Rs100 million beyond known sources of in-
come. Former Prime Minister Syed Yusuf Raza Gilani also faced a case
for illegal appointment of Tauqir Sadiq as chairman of the Oil and Gas Reg-
ulatory Authority (OGRA). NAB launched an inquiry against former Federal
Information Minister Firdous Ashiq Awan for misusing authority and em-
bezzlement in movable property. It also investigated Federal Board of Rev-
enue (FBR) officials for misusing authority by sanctioning illegal
inadmissible sales tax funds on dubious, bogus and flying invoices, caus-
ing losses of Rs2.5 billion to the exchequer. In April, 2015, an inquiry was
initiated against officers of the Rawalpindi Development Authority for mis-
using authority for irregular award of elevator and platform sliding door for
the metro bus project. On June 15, a probe was launched against PM’s
adviser Haroon Akhtar Khan and his brother Ghazi Akhtar Khan for suspi-
cious transaction worth Rs700 million.
Prominent industrialist Mian Muhammad Mansha also faced a probe

for corruption in the sale of Muslim Commercial Bank. On June 6, 2015,
an inquiry was initiated against businessman Jahangir Siddiqui for misap-

propriation of Rs2 billion. Inquiries also started against Ayaz Khan Niazi,
ex-chairman of the National Insurance Company Limited, for Rs2b embez-
zlement. However, NAB, in connivance with the government, put almost
all investigations in cold storage or helped the accused go scot-free. In the
Panama case, the Supreme Court observed that NAB was practically dead
and it was facilitating the accused and promoting corruption in the country,
instead of taking action against VIP wrongdoers.
According to figures released early this year by the Dubai Land De-

part¬ment (DLD), the share of Pakistani investors in the Dubai property
market in 2016 stood at AED 4.4 billion ($1.2b), which was 42.8 per cent
less as compared to 2015. With the AED 4.4b investment in 2016, the in-
vestment of Pakistanis in Dubai property market since 2013 reached AED
28.4bn ($7.73b) or Rs810b.
Unfazed by tight regulations in the world after the onset of the Panama

leaks, Pakistanis have stashed more money in Swiss banks and bought
properties worth billions of rupees abroad in recent years. According to the
latest data released by the Swiss National Bank, money kept by Pakistani
nationals in Swiss banks has risen by more than 16 per cent a year to 1.5
billion franc (over Rs160b), exceeding funds from Indians. It included funds
amounting to 1,477 million francs, held directly by Pakistani nationals and
entities, and 36 million francs through fiduciaries or wealth managers. It is
the second straight year the amount of Pakistan-linked funds in Swiss
banks has risen while the same for India has fallen for the second consec-
utive year and stood at 1,217 million francs at the end of 2015 _ a decline
of 33 per cent. It shows the Indian government’s efforts are bearing fruit
while the Pakistani government is least interested about foreign accounts
of its people.
According to experts, the process of accountability will continue under

the supervision of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, as it has received
enough material against hundreds of people through the JIT. The JIT
proved that officers of national institutions are capable of investigating com-
plex corruption cases, provided they work under the judiciary. It is expected
that the accountability process will expand and national institutions will be
given specific time by the court to reinvestigate cases against all top politi-
cians and current and former bureaucrats. It appears all institutions will
have to work like the JIT in coming days.
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A parliamentary committee has approved the Election Bill, 2017, and it ap-
pears the next election will also be held without significant reforms and
lead to a greater mess than the 2013 polls.
The 33-member committee was set up on July 25, 2014, and it was

supposed to accomplish the task of electoral reforms within three months.
However, it took about 33 months and 100 sittings to complete its task,
which is still incomplete and many political parties have already started
expressing their apprehensions about the next election. The Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) has even threatened that it will not allow the govern-
ment to hold the polls without reforms, proposed by it. On the other hand,

the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) warned that delay in the pas-
sage of the law could affect the next general elections.
In fact, the committee had raised many eyebrows in the beginning

when it hastily approved a new eligibility criterion for the appointment the
Chief Election Commissioner and members of the ECP, but delayed re-
forms, which was its main objective. Another objection was the manner in
which the committee operated as almost all its meetings were held in cam-
era. Even some members of the committee said the reform processes
should have been more transparent and open as it would have invited bet-
ter proposals from various quarters.
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The PTI had submitted its 10-point proposals to the committee, but
most of them were rejected by major stakeholders. Its prime demands in-
cluded voting rights to overseas Pakistani, use of electronic voting ma-
chines (EVM) and biometric verification machines (BVM), appointment of
returning officers (ROs) from the armed forces and a change in the mech-
anism for the appointment of the caretaker setup before the next general
election. Two major political parties, the ruling PML-N and the PPP, as well
as the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) and the National Database
and Registration Authority (NADRA) opposed granting voting rights to
overseas Pakistanis for different reasons. The two parties also rejected a
change in the current mechanism for the appointment of the caretaker gov-
ernment and drawing returning officers (ROs) from the armed forces.
In 2014, an inquiry commission was formed under the Supreme Court

of Pakistan on the 2013 general elections after Imran Khan held a 126-
day sit-in at Islamabad. The commission said the elections were in large
part organised and conducted fairly and in accordance with the law. How-
ever, around 20 million votes could not be verified since 35pc of Form-15
could not be found. Almost all political parties contacted the commission
to provide “rigging” proof. Even the parties, which had distanced them-
selves from the PTI’s 126-day sit in, rushed to the commission with “evi-
dence.” The verdict was not only against the PTI but almost all parties of
the country, except the ruling party. They still believe the elections were
rigged even after the commission report.
The judicial commission also observed a number of shortcomings in

both organising and conducting the elections. “The ECP did not seem to
have any way of knowing how things were progressing on the ground ei-
ther prior to the election or on Election Day. There was a lack of planning
regarding the determination of extra ballot papers and the method of cal-
culating the number of excess ballots was not uniform throughout the
country,” it noted. The judges reported that the ECP did not have a moni-
toring wing. “It had no effective system of monitoring whether or not its di-
rectives were being implemented on the ground. The ECP needs to build

its own capacity in terms of human resources and recruit and train more
officers who can both act as master trainers and play an active, effective
and informed role during the election process,” the commission recom-
mended. It also pointed out that the ECP was responsible for keeping the
post-election material in safe custody. The storage space was apparently
inadequate, as the manner in which polling bags were kept was totally dis-
organised and haphazard. “There were chances of people entering the
sealed rooms and interfering with the stored post-election material, as the
stamp paper was also kept in the same storage rooms,” it noted.
A review report of the Election Commission of Pakistan also acknowl-

edged many shortcomings and irregularities. The report, compiled by a
committee of officials from the ECP, United Nations Development Pro-
gramme (UNDP) and International Foundation for Electoral Systems
(IFES), said that teams appointed by the ECP for campaign monitoring
could not deliver and violations of the code of conduct by some candidates
went unnoticed in some areas during the pre-elections phase. A cen-
tralised scrutiny cell was set up in the ECP Secretariat with members from
NAB, SBP, FBR and NADRA to verify the candidates’ nomination papers.
The cell did not perform effectively, the report added. The ECP had intro-
duced a computerised Result Management System (RMS) for the first time
but it failed to work.
It appears the next elections will also create unrest in the country as

there is nothing new in the bill on polls reforms. In the present system of
the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP), the Chief Election Commis-
sioner has only nominal powers, as he is bound by the majority opinion of
the remaining members of the ECP. If majority members rule against any
candidate or legislator, the Chief Election Commissioner cannot reject their
observations. The committee for electoral reforms held 100 meetings in
33 months, on which Rs1b was spent from the national exchequer, but it
failed to produce desired results. It appears the proceedings and deliber-
ations of the committee were kept secret because the government wants
to hold the next election on the basis of its tested rules and procedure. 
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Ethno-linguistic political entities representing smaller sub-national groups
have played a very significant role in the politics of Pakistan right from the
country’s independence till very recently. But, for the first time in decades
they may not be able to play a big role in the next general elections. The
decreasing role of ethno-linguistic parties in Pakistan’s politics would have
consequences but largely positive.
Historically ethno-linguistic political groups may not have been able to

launch big political movements against dictatorships or sitting political gov-
ernments or win a landslide in their respective provinces, but they have
been important catalysts in political movements. In the recent history of
Pakistan, the most important ethno-linguistic political group has been the

Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM), claiming to be representative of the
Urdu-speaking community which migrated from India to Pakistan. The
MQM emerged in the early 1980s. Prior to it, the most significant such po-
litical group was the National Awami Party (NAP) formed in 1957. The NAP
had been an umbrella organization of ethno-linguistic groups from the so-
called smaller provinces, including Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan, and
Sindh and also including some Punjabi politicians. The NAP emerged to
resist the move to make the then West Pakistan (today’s territorial Pak-
istan) as One Unit (a province). One Unit was formed by the dominant
West Pakistani political elite to have constitutional and federal parity with
the then population-wise bigger province, East Pakistan (later
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Bangladesh). While this movement could not play a significant role in at-
taining its objective, but it kept the political pot boiling in the 1950s and
1960s. Ultimately One Unit was dissolved after the dismemberment of
Pakistan with the separation of East Pakistan in 1971. NAP had a very
negative role in arousing ethno-nationalist hatred among the members of
smaller ethnic groups against the dominant province of the Punjab.
Another very important ethno-linguistic party of Pakistan was the

Awami League formed in late 1950s to safeguard the rights of Bengalis in
the federation of Pakistan. Later the Awami League under former student
leader, Sheikh Mujeebur Rahman, successfully struggled for the creation
of Bangladesh.
Since the 1970s, Pakhtun, Baloch and Sindhi ethno-linguistic groups,

styling themselves “nationalist” parties, have splintered into many entities
with the dissolution of NAP. Since then, different groups have sided with
various countrywide parties like the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) and
since 1988 with the Nawaz Sharif Muslim League (PML-N) to remain in
power at the central and provincial levels. In this regard, the example of
the Awami National Party (ANP) is quite important. The ANP remained
in power four times since the late 1980s, twice with the governments of
the PPP led by Benazir Bhutto and twice with the governments of the
PML-N led by  Nawaz Sharif. During these eras, the ANP was unable to
bring substantial benefit to the Pakhtuns of KP, the party’s political con-
stituency. When the residents of KP gave the ANP a majority in 2008, to
fulfill its promise of getting the province and its people rid of Taliban ter-
rorism, the party completely failed to deliver. Instead of devising a strat-
egy to fight the Taliban, the ANP during its rule in KP, as part of the
coalition with the PPP at the centre and the province, came up with a
few projects, specifically establishing some universities. The aim behind
the establishment of these universities was not to educate the masses
but to recruit the sons, daughters and scions of the ANP leaders. How-
ever, for outsiders, especially donors, the establishment of universities
seemed a genuine move to promote education. But the residents of KP
did not benefit at all from the rule and policies of the ANP government;
therefore, they overwhelmingly rejected the ANP and voted to power the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) of Imran Khan in the May 2013 national
elections. Since then, the ANP is facing its worst situation in politics. The
ANP Is trying hard to revive its political fortunes but has been unable so
far, as the party support to the PML-N has further damaged the prospects
of the party. The relatively good performance of the PTI government in
KP, the traditional political base of the ANP, has also unnerved the party

as well as the Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam (JUI-F), which has a significant
following in KP.
In Sindh rural, besides the Awami Tehreek of Ayaz Palijo no other

Sindhi ethno-linguistic political party is of relevance today. This is largely
due to the fact that the PPP, which has remained an important national
party of Pakistan for decades, has become a Sindhi nationalist party in ori-
entation. Therefore, the PPP could not win any worthwhile parliamentary
seats from the Punjab, KP and Balochistan in the 2013 elections. So Sindhi
nationalist parties like Jeay Sindh (various groups) will not be a force to
reckon with in the next general elections. In interior or rural Sindh the next
elections would be between the PPP and the anti-PPP parties spear-
headed by the Functional Muslim League of Pir Pagaro. Even in urban
Sindh, where the ethno-linguistic MQM has dominated the scene for the
last three decades, the schisms in the party and the emergence of three
factions—MQM-London, MQM-Pakistan and Pak Sar Jameen Party—
would damage the prospects of the party. The space created by the MQM
would be capitalized on mainly by the PTI, and to a certain extent the PPP
in the next general elections.
In Balochistan, except the Balochistan National Party-Mengal (BNP-

M), which is working genuinely for the rights of the Baloch, no party is really
relevant today. However, even the BNP-M could only win a handful of seats
from the province in the last elections. But the results of the elections, par-
ticularly in Balochistan, remained highly questionable.
Another ethno-linguistic party the National Party (NP) led by Hasil

Bizenjo was able to make its man, Dr. Abdul Malik Baloch the Chief Min-
ister of Balochistan, as a result of a political deal with the PML-N, but the
ethno-linguistic credentials of the party have been obliterated. Similar is
the case of the Pakhtukhwa Milli Awami Party of Mehmood Khan Achakzai,
which has its political constituency among Pakhtuns of Balochistan. The
party has also joined hands with the PML-N of Nawaz Sharif, as a result
of which a large number of Achakzai family members are in power with
elder brother Muhammad Khan Achakzai serving as the governor of
Balochistan. The siding of the PkMAP and NP with the corruption-tainted
PM Sharif and their failure to deliver in their political constituency will dam-
age their prospects in the next national elections. Only the BNP-M could
win some seats, while parties like the PTI may also capitalize on the vac-
uum left by ethno-linguistic parties in Balochistan.
Against the above mentioned backdrop the next elections in the country

would be more a countrywide contest between the PML-N, PTI and the
PPP, both at federal and provincial tiers.
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They are everywhere. Here next to a house, where a woman is hanging
clothes to dry. There in a field, where children are playing. They are graves,
filled with hundreds of bodies. In the town of Nganza, in the heart of the
Democratic Republic of Congo, the dead have been decomposing for
months. Now it may be too late to identify them. The ground that covers
them has turned almost smooth again. The only sign that there are people
buried here are the government soldiers in red berets and aviator sun-
glasses, posted nearby with AK-47s.
They are deployed not for protection but to stop anyone from investi-

gating witnesses’ claims that the security forces went door to door here in
March, gunning whole families down in their homes and then closing the
doors behind them.
The slaughter in Nganza was part of a wider conflict that has engulfed

the Kasai, a region in the center of this vast country, where government
forces are fighting a militia opposed to President Joseph Kabila. The vio-
lence, rooted in political and economic grievances, was ignited last August
when troops killed the group’s leader, a hereditary chief who went by the
name of Kamwina Nsapu meaning “black ant.” His followers, many of them
children, retaliated, and the conflict spread like wildfire.
The Roman Catholic Church, one of the few institutions in the country

that provides reliable statistics, estimates that at least 3,300 people have
been killed in the region since October. More than 1.4 million people have
been displaced internally or are flooding into Angola.
“It’s the worst humanitarian and human rights crisis in a decade, when

both sides have committed serious crimes,” said Jose Maria Aranaz, who
leads the human rights division of the United Nations mission in Congo,
called Monusco. There is a pattern of prosecuting rank-and-file individuals
but not commanders, he said. Unless military and political leaders are held
to account, he said, “the cycle of impunity will continue.”
The government has sent thousands of troops to crush the rebellion

here, bringing in commanders from eastern Congo who are notorious for
their brutality. It even enlisted the help of a former warlord whose methods
are so violent that the government, battling him in the past, once sentenced
him to death.
The mayhem and lawlessness have spawned other armed groups,

based on ethnicity. Many of them are backed by government forces as
they try to quash the Kamwina Nsapu militia.

United Nations representatives have so far discovered 80 mass graves
in the region. But they cannot exhume the bodies; that is the responsibility
of the national authorities, which the United Nations is mandated to sup-
port, Mr. Aranaz said. In March, two United Nations experts were killed try-
ing to investigate the graves. The identities of their attackers are disputed.
The Congolese government says the graves are those of militia fight-

ers, buried by fellow members, and were not meant for civilians. If any are
in them, it says, they are victims of recent cholera and yellow fever out-
breaks, not government-sponsored killings.
It is possible that at least some of the graves contain militia members.

But the government has consistently refused access to independent in-
vestigators and has barely carried out its own examinations. In Nganza, a
commune of Kananga, the capital of the Kasai, recent interviews with wit-
nesses and residents painted a picture different from the government nar-
rative.
In late March, soldiers and police officers, directed to flush the town of

militants, went door to door, hauling away valuables such as television
sets, cellphones and even farm animals, the witnesses said. They extorted
large sums of money from residents, many of whom live on less than $1.25
a day, and shot them dead if they did not offer enough.
Newborns, the elderly, and people with disabilities were slaughtered in

their beds and living rooms. More than 500 civilians are thought to have
been killed in Nganza during that three-day period, an unprecedented level
of violence that residents call, simply, “the war.”
During clashes with militants, rocket attacks destroyed houses. A family

of 12 burned alive after one struck their home. Its walls were blasted away,
and on a recent visit, black traces of smoke on the remains hinted at the
intensity of the flames. The place was swarming with so many soldiers,
residents said, that some even climbed up avocado trees to gain a better
vantage point to shoot at people. The United Nations accuses the army of
using disproportionate force.
Ntumba Kamwabo, 29, was out washing in a nearby river when she

heard gunfire. She rushed home, where her two daughters, 7 and 10 years
old, had been with her brother-in-law, who was disabled. “When I arrived,
a police officer kicked open the door of the house, and soldiers rushed in,
shooting,” Mrs. Kamwabo said. When she tried to stop them, one of them
knocked her down. A bullet hit her right eye, then she was shot again in
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her arm.
Jean-Pierre Kapinga, another Nganza resident, buried 10 of his neigh-

bors at the request of a local priest. The smell of death had become un-
bearable. In his neighborhood alone, he and other residents recorded 53
deaths; each person had been shot. The list of victims includes Michele
Betu, 2 years old; Mujinga Ntambue, 3 months; and Paul Kenakudia, 78.
When the massacre was over, a military official, Brig. Gen. Asumani

Issa Umba, who soon afterward was named by President Kabila to lead
security operations for the entire Kasai region, paid a group of men to bury
the bodies in graves. The men said in interviews that hundreds of people
were buried in at least nine different areas.
If the situation has since calmed down in Nganza, the violence contin-

ues elsewhere in the Kasai, where recent clashes have forced tens of thou-
sands of people to flee to the relative safety of Kananga.
Mbale Ruphin, 50, arrived one recent morning, wheeling a creaky bi-

cycle loaded with cooking utensils and some bedding. He had his wife and
seven small children in tow. The family traversed about 160 miles over
nine days from Kamonia, the scene of recent violence. The Luba popula-
tion there was being targeted because they speak Tshiluba, he said, the
language spoken by Kamwina Nsapu members.
Mr. Ruphin, a shopkeeper originally from the neighboring Katanga re-

gion, which he fled a few years ago because of violence, said soldiers had
tried to dress him up as a Kamwina Nsapu militia member and get him to
work as their informant.
“They tied me up and brought me a red shirt to wear,” he said (the color

red is the militia’s symbol). Fortunately for him, he started speaking Swahili,
a language common among soldiers, and they eventually let him go.
On their way to Kananga, Mr. Ruphin and his family passed by scores

of deserted villages, some littered with skeletons, he said. They were
stopped at random checkpoints on the national highway, some manned
by Kamwina Nsapu members, others by pro-government militias.
“If you carry an electoral card, the Kamwina Nsapu consider you on

the side of the government,” Mr. Ruphin said. He saw a militia member
bring a machete down on a man’s head just because he had pulled out
his cellphone, he said. They had thought he was calling soldiers for help.
“The Kamwina Nsapu and the government are just as bad as one an-

other,” Mr. Ruphin said wearily.
Tshibola Yamama, 15, from Nganza, was until very recently a member

of the Kamwina Nsapu. She was lured into the group with the promise of
jobs and “millions of dollars.” But after a year of fighting and watching close
friends get mowed down, she quit.
The cultlike militia has recruited hundreds of children like Ms. Yamama

into its ranks, giving them alcohol and drugs and then initiating them by
making them walk through fire. Its followers are assured that even if they
are killed, they will magically come back to life. Ms. Yamama, who was
part of a unit of 10 girls trained to shoot by a former policeman and then
given orders over their cellphones, believes she has killed at least 45 peo-
ple, some of them civilians.
When her friends were killed, she said. “I waited and waited for them

to come back alive.” When the days passed without her friends’ revival,
she came to her senses. To her parents’ great relief, she has gone back
to school.
“I realized this was all a scam,” she said, staring blankly into the dis-

tance. “It was all for nothing.”
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According to the provincial finance bill 2017-18, passed by the Khyber-
Pakhtunkhwa Assembly last month, the government, in its fifth annual
budget, allocated Rs. 127.91 billion for the education sector. Out of which,
Rs. 115.92 billion was allocated for primary and secondary schools, and
Rs. 6.32 billion for higher education, making a total increase of 18% in
the education budget compared with the last year. The higher education
budget was increased by 31% and elementary and secondary education
by 17%. 
The proposed plans show that the higher education budget would be

spent on a total of 65 projects. Out of them, 38 are ongoing with an allo-
cation of Rs. 3.99bn, and the rest are new ones, with an allocation of Rs.
2.32bn. Salient features of the budgetary allocations for the sector include
upgradation of existing university campuses to full-fledged universities
and performance-based grants to the public-sector universities.
Other budget targets include categorisation of seminar halls in the di-

rectorate of archives, repairing of existing public libraries, initiating BS 4-
year programmes in 62 colleges and capacity enhancement of 4-year
teacher engagement programmes. 

It also includes M.Phil and Ph.D programmes for college lecturers
through faculty development support programmes, besides training ses-
sions for lecturers of various colleges, and establishment of new public
sector colleges on requirement basis, besides establishment of a science
and technology department with support of Austria at a cost of Rs8.2 bil-
lion, the budget document stated.On the school side, an allocation of Rs.
14bn has been made for a total of 77 projects; out of which, 60 are ongo-
ing with an allocation of Rs. 12.6bn, while 17 projects are new ones with
an allocation of Rs. 1.35bn. As many as 100 Masjid-Maktab schools will
be converted to primary schools, and 410 new primary schools will be
built for girls and boys on requirement basis, across the province.
Funds for establishment of model schools in district Karak, Haripur,

Charsadda, Hangu and Batgram were also allocated, with a plan of up-
grading 100 primary schools for boys and girls to middle; 100 middle
schools to high and 100 high schools to higher secondary school levels
across the province.
The education development projects include standardising primary ed-

ucation across the province, ensuring completion of primary schooling by
all children, and addressing gender disparity by promoting gender equal-
ity, affirmative action and empowerment of women.
KP Elementary and Secondary Education Minister Muhammad Atif

Khan says that the focus of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) govern-
ment had been upgradation of the education system in the province.
That’s why, he adds, it has almost doubled the education budget proposal
from what the Awami National Party (ANP) had allocated in the final year
of its tenure in 2013. 
The ANP government had allocated Rs. 61 billion for the education

sector, he says, adding that the PTI government gradually but steadily in-
creased the said budget over the years to Rs. 138 billion, reflecting a
whopping surge of 126%.
The minister recalls that the PTI government had allocated Rs. 118

billion for the education sector in the budget 2016-17. There was a dire
need of teachers in the educational institutions in the province and the
Provincial Services Commission’s process for hiring teachers was very
slow so the government had to introduce the National Teaching System
(NTS).
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Around 40,000 teachers, both for boys’ and girls’ schools, were hired
through the NTS, he adds. This year (2017-18), the government will re-
cruit 15,000 more teachers. So far, the government has spent Rs. 800
million on training teachers, which is a record amount, the minister claims. 
The incumbent government has signed a memorandum of understand-

ing (MoU) with the British Council for imparting training to 83,000 teach-
ers. The minister claims spending Rs. 121 billion on provision of missing
facilities in schools and around 400,000 chairs worth Rs. 7 billion have
been provided in government schools.
]The previous government had established 169 information technology

(IT) labs in government schools, while the incumbent government has so
far set up 1,369 IT labs in both boys’ and girls’ schools in the province. 
The Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) is governed by the

federal government, and its budgetary allocations are also made by the
Centre. However, due to proximity of these areas to KP, the budgetary al-
location for FATA education sector could be presented here. The alloca-
tions for education in 2017-18 financial year stand at Rs. 12.8 billion,
showing an increase of 9.4% over the previous budget. The revised esti-
mate was the same as the budget estimate, i.e., Rs. 11.7 billion, suggest-
ing that no information was available at the time of the budget preparation. 
These numbers do indicate that more than 50% of the total current

budget is spent on education, most of it on elementary education. How
much of it is feeding ghost teachers and schools is anybody’s guess. 
On the development side, the allocation of Rs. 26.9 billion is 20.6%

higher than the previous budget, but 26.6% less than the revised estimate.
It includes foreign assistance of Rs. 490 million. A few projects mentioned
in the federal budget documents relate largely to infrastructure. Strangely,
the entire amount is shown against the functional classification of “general
public services not elsewhere defined.” 
In the development budget of the Higher Education Commission, one

notices a project called FATA University, ongoing since 2015. Against the
total cost of Rs. 1.6 billion, half-a-billion has been spent and another Rs.

250 million are allocated for 2017-18. 
Another project, Provision of Higher Education Opportunities for Stu-

dents of Balochistan and FATA (Phase-II), has been allocated Rs. 300
million. The share of FATA is not known. There is no new project on higher
education in FATA. Little wonder, a literacy rate of 24%, over a million chil-
dren out of school and a large number of non-functional facilities sum up
the educational scene in FATA. Former president of the FATA Political Al-
liance and president of ANP, Mohmand Agency chapter, Nisar Mohmand
are totally unsatisfied with the allocations for FATA. In a telephonic talk
with Cutting Edge, they termed it extremely insufficient keeping in view
the vast population and the level of backwardness in the region. They
pointed out that schools, hospitals, roads and other basic infrastructure
were battered during the militancy, but no special funds were approved
in the budget for their rehabilitation.They demanded 100% increase in al-
locations for the education sector in the tribal areas. 
On the other hand, the KP provincial government, despite tall claims,

missed major targets during the previous financial year in the field of ed-
ucation. The literacy rate declined from 60% to 58% and overall Net En-
rolment Rate (NER) at the primary level declined from 54% to 53%. 
Educationists believe that only allocating funds for a sector is not

enough, but swift, efficient and transparent utilisation of the allocated
funds was equally important. However, the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa govern-
ment remained most inactive among all four provinces as far as utilisation
of funds was concerned. The province could utilise only 47% of the edu-
cation budget for development during 2016-17.
The PTI-led provincial government had allocated Rs. 28.55 billion de-

velopment budget for education last year, but it could spend only Rs.
15.17 billion (53% of total budget) showing a lapse of Rs. 13.40 billion.
The crucial issue was discussed extensively at the National Policy Di-

alogue on Public Financing of Education in Pakistan 2010-11 to 2015-16
and Education Budget Proposal 2016-17, organised by the Institute of
Social and Policy Sciences (I-SAP) in the last week of June 2017. 
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Continued and unchecked increase in the human population has emerged
as the major internal threat which has been constantly ignored by the suc-
cessive governments in Pakistan. Pakistan has one of the highest birth as
well as child mortality rates in the world which is a matter of concern. The
population explosion has created many problems for the policy makers in-
cluding unemployment, poverty and raging terrorism.
Punjab the population-wise largest province is the real victim of this prob-

lem, while the province of Balochistan is the most scarcely populated. Pun-
jab’s population has increased five times in the last 67 years, and is estimated

to be close to more than 103 million today. Based on present growth patterns,
the demographic experts believe that the population of Punjab is expected
to double after 36 years. Population density at present in the Punjab is esti-
mated at 490 persons per square kilometers. Such a heavy human load in
the presence of low socio-economic indicators, has not only diluted the re-
sults of various development efforts, but has also created an unacceptable
level of demand on limited resources. A majority of Punjab’s population is
under the age of 30 years which means they all need quality education and
jobs to become useful citizens and to contribute to national prosperity. De-
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mographic experts contend that there is an opportunity for economic growth
by reducing the fertility rate and, consequently, the population growth rate.
Future fertility levels, contingent upon family planning efforts, will deter-

mine whether the population of Punjab will rise to 140 million or 188 million
by 2050. In this situation, the provincial government will also seek to improve
the performance of Lady Health Workers Program by improving their incen-
tives, monitoring their activities and providing them with adequate supply of
inputs. To meet the growing needs of family planning and to tackle inequality
within the province, engagement of population welfare mobile units, commu-
nity volunteers and subcontractors is also important.
Keeping in view the prevailing situation in the Punjab, investing in rapid

fertility decline through a strong family planning programme could make a dif-
ference of 48 million people by 2050. Different studies have shown that family
planning is closely related to human development and economic growth. For-
tunately, there is an opportunity today because most married couples in Pun-
jab do want to space their families. There is a growing realization that family
planning is a viable, affordable and effective mechanism to improve health
and educational outcomes; capture the demographic dividend and escape
poverty. Punjab remains committed to provide universal access to quality re-
productive healthcare and has taken different steps for youth development

and women’s empowerment. It has aimed to adopt an integrated approach
to service delivery involving the public and private sectors, knowledge shar-
ing, innovative approaches and strategic partnerships to achieve the Family
Planning-2020 Goals. It is good to note that since 2012, the Punjab govern-
ment’s spending on family planning has increased sevenfold to $8.6 million.
It has established the Punjab Population Innovation Fund with an allocation
of 4.3 million dollars to award grants supporting innovative, locally responsive,
sustainable family planning and reproductive health initiatives.
The provincial government’s health system with its wide network of serv-

ices is now more involved in the delivery of family planning services to people
in the Punjab. Meanwhile, the services of 45,000 community outreach work-
ers of primary healthcare have also been regularized throughout the country.
The social franchising of clinical services is being piloted in collaboration with
Non-Governmental Organizations and the private sector. Mobile Service Units
are being used to reach far-flung and more remote areas of the Punjab. Sim-
ilarly, the role of males in the family planning equation is very important. Tra-
ditional attitudes have to be modified. The Punjab government has, therefore,
spent almost two million dollars on an awareness campaign with strong en-
dorsement from eminent religious scholars.
But, more is required to deal with the five million families in the Punjab.

The government alone cannot perform enough to achieve the cherished goals
of reduced population. Several sectors must work together in an integrated
fashion to meet the rising population challenges. The government should re-
main determined to ensure cross-sectoral synergies between different de-
partments, including population welfare, health, education, planning and
development and especial involvement of the private sector.  In remote areas
of the Punjab, the government is providing family planning services along
with necessary poverty reduction initiatives. And, above all, the value of in-
vesting in the empowerment of women is important. Quite a number of Pun-
jab government-sponsored programmes are underway for education, skills
development and employment generation f or the women. The Punjab
Women Empowerment Package 2012, requires a quota of 15% for women
in all public sector jobs.  Free of cost skills training and interest-free loans are
being provided to deserving women to make them financially independent;
all of this will empower them to make voluntary decisions about their proposed
family size and family planning.
The China Pakistan Economic Corridor has opened many new opportu-

nities for the Pakistani nation, but in order to maximize benefits from these
opportunities, Pakistan must first educate its youth according to market needs
so that trained human resource could be available for meeting future needs.
Pakistan must work together with China to achieve these goals. Innovative
approaches, integrated strategies and strategic partnerships will be critical in
meeting demographic goals and building healthier and more prosperous so-
cieties across the country.
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A healthy diet boosts good mood and mental health

By Ayesha Khan

Healthy eating is not primarily about depriving yourself of the foods you love.
It’s about feeling great, having more energy, improving health, and stabilizing
one’s mood. It seems that for every expert who tells you a certain food is good
for you, you’ll find another saying the exact opposite. Eating right can help main-
tain a healthy weight and avoid certain health problems, but diet also affects
mood and sense of wellbeing. Studies have linked eating a typical diet full with
processed packaged meals, takeout food, and sugary snacks with higher rates
of depression, stress, bipolarity, and anxiety. Some studies also go on to prove
that eating an unhealthy diet may even play a vital role in the development of
disorders such as ADHD, Alzheimer’s disease, and schizophrenia. Fresh fruits
and vegetables, home cooked meals, reduced intake of sugar and refined car-
bohydrates may help to improve mood and lower risk for mental health issues. 
A healthy diet doesn’t have to be overly complex. It’s the simple formula of re-
placing processed food with real food. Organic foodcan make a huge difference
to the way you think, look, and feel. Moving to a healthy diet doesn’t have to be
an all or nothing drastic change.To set for success, plan a healthy diet as a
number of small steps, add a salad to your diet once a day. As slight changes
become habit, continue to add more healthy options. We all need a balance of
protein, fat, carbohydrates, fiber, vitamins, and minerals to sustain a healthy
body. Select the healthiest options from each category. 
Use these simple tips, create a tasty and healthy diet with enough variety. Sus-
tain the fuel that is good for your mind and body.
Prepare: Cook more meals at home. Take charge of what you’re eating and
determine exactly what goes into your food. Avoid the chemical additives,
added sugar, and unhealthy fats of packaged and takeout foods that can leave
you feeling tired, bloated, and irritable, and exacerbate symptoms of depres-
sion, stress, and anxiety.
Breakfast and smaller meals throughout the day: A healthy breakfast can
jumpstart your metabolism, while eating small, healthy meals (rather than the
standard three large meals) keeps your energy up all day.
Smaller portions: Have your meals on smaller plates or bowls, trick your brain
into thinking it’s a larger portion. If you don't feel satisfied at the end of a meal,
have some water or green tea. If you still feel hungry, munch on green leafy

vegetables or fruit.
Right changes: Replace unhealthy food with healthier alternatives. Throw
away any and all junk food in the cabinets. You’ll thank yourself later for this
when the attack of the mid- night munchies hits or just having a lazy Sunday or
even craving comfort junk food. Switch to healthier options, make the change
today and no change is small or inconsequential. 
Moderation: It means eating only as much food as your body needs. You
should feel satisfied at the end of a meal, but not stuffed. For many of us, mod-
eration means eating less than we do now. But it doesn't mean eliminating the
foods you love. Start by reducing portion sizes of unhealthy foods and not eat-
ing them as often.
Simplify: Instead of counting calories, think of your diet in terms of colour, va-
riety, and freshness. Avoid packaged and processed foods and opt for fresh
ingredients.Make your meals colourful. The brighter, deeper coloured fruits and
vegetables contain higher concentrations of vitamins, minerals and antioxi-
dants, different colours provide different benefits.
Take your time: Eat slowly and stop eating before you feel full.It takes a few
minutes for your brain to tell your body that it has had enough food.
Read labels: It’s important to be aware of what’s in your food as manufacturers
often hide large amounts of sugar or unhealthy fats in packaged food, even
food claiming to be healthy. 
Focus on how you feel: The more junk food you eat, the more likely you are
to feel uncomfortable, nauseous, or drained of energy.The healthier food you
eat, the better you’ll feel after a meal.
Drink water: Water helps flush our systems of waste products and toxins.
Many of us go through life dehydrated which causes tiredness, low energy, and
headaches. It’s common to mistake thirst for hunger, so stay well hydrated.
More fruits and vegetable: Fruit and vegetables are low in calories and very
nutritional. They are packed with vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, and fiber.
Focus on eating the recommended daily amount of at least five servings of fruit
and vegetables and it will naturally fill you up and help you cut back on un-
healthy foods. To increase your consumption, add berries to breakfast cereals,
eat fruit for dessert, snack on vegetables instead of processed snacks. 

Food
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The Mummy tries a fresh spin on the classic monster with a gender-swapped
villain and Dark Universe connections but winds up a stale action reboot.
Universal Pictures’ The Mummy is a reboot of the titular movie monster,

this time around introducing the Egyptian princess Ahmanet (Sofia Boutella).
As the only child of the Egyptian pharaoh, Ahmanet was destined to rule –
until her father’s wife gave birth to a son, and Ahmanet’s destiny was taken
from her. She makes a deal with the Egyptian god of death, Set, allowing evil
into herself and ultimately landing her mummified. In modern times, The
Mummy follows army reconnaissance sergeant Nick Morton (Tom Cruise),
who makes extra money on the side with his best friend and partner Chris
Vail (Jake Johnson) by hunting treasure and selling it on the black market.
When one of their missions goes awry, they accidentally uncover the ancient
tomb of Ahmanet.
Along with anthropologist Jenny Halsey (Annabelle Wallis), Nick and Vail

explore the tomb, stumbling upon the sarcophagus of Ahmanet. However,
when Nick sets off a series of events that frees Ahmanet from the prison to
which she was confined, tragedy begins to befall everyone around him.
Meanwhile, Ahmanet seeks to complete the ritual that would fulfill her deal
with Set, but Nick has become wrapped up in her plans. Making matters more
complicated is the entry of Prodigium, a group for which Jenny is employed
that’s led by Dr. Henry Jekyll (Russell Crowe) and is dedicated to discovering
and defeating evil. Ultimately, it’s up to Nick to figure out how to defeat Ah-
manet and protect those he cares about.
Although it seemed Universal was set to launch its new shared universe

populated by classic movie monsters with Dracula Untold, it was later con-
firmed the 2014 Luke Evans-led reboot of Dracula wouldn’t be a part of the
studio’s Dark Universe. Although Universal didn’t offer a reason for not in-
cluding Dracula Untold in the Dark Universe, and instead entertaining the
idea of rebooting the character again, Dracula Untold’s largely negative re-
sponse may be to blame. As a result, The Mummy is positioned as the true
launch of Universal’s classic movie monster shared universe. The Mummy
tries a fresh spin on the classic monster with a gender-swapped villain and
Dark Universe connections but winds up a stale action reboot.
The story of The Mummy is simple enough, and reminiscent of the 1999

Brendan Fraser action/adventure film, with three main characters stumbling
upon an ancient mummified evil and unleashing it on the world, then working
to figure out a way to defeat the monster. The archetypes of the three leads
are even similar; there’s the charming rogue (Cruise’s Nick Morton and
Fraser’s Rick O’Connell), the comedic sidekick (Johnson’s Chris Vail and
John Hannah’s Jonathan Carnahan), and the intellectual female
character/love interest (Wallis’ Jenny Halsey and Rachel Weisz’s Evie Car-
nahan). However, director Alex Kurtzman’s The Mummy does feature a num-
ber of big departures from the 1999 film of the same name – most obvious
being Princess Ahmanet’s backstory and the inclusion of Prodigium – though
they don’t necessarily work to the movie’s benefit.
On its surface, The Mummy is a decent action/adventure movie, with

some horror elements thanks to Ahmanet and the zombie-like creatures she
can raise from the dead. And, for the most part, the movie works well on both
a standalone level as well as a launching pad for Universal’s Dark Universe.
The introduction of Dr. Jekyll (and Mr. Hyde) and Prodigium is woven into the
fabric of The Mummy’s story so well that it doesn’t wind up feeling ham-fisted
into the narrative as a necessity to building a larger universe – which, as we’ve
seen in recent years, can be the case with shared universe launchpads. In-
stead, Prodigium becomes instrumental to moving the plot of The Mummy
forward – and sets the stage for one of the more exciting action sequences

– while managing to lay the groundwork for their involvement in the upcoming
Dark Universe installments.
On a script level, with a screenplay written by Jon Spaihts (Passengers,

Doctor Strange) and Christopher McQuarrie (Mission: Impossible – Rogue
Nation), there is some clunky language and a great deal of employing the lead
cast to tell the audience exactly what’s going on, with various characters being
given long expository monologues or dialogue laying out what’s going on.
Framing the story from Dr. Jekyll’s perspective, with him being given a number
of voiceover narrating portions, helps to introduce the world of The Mummy –
since he relates the story of Ahmanet – as well as the Dark Universe. However,
some of his dialogue includes cliche-sounding lines that are intended for dra-
matic impact, but are so melodramatic as to be comedic. Crowe brings weight
to the role, but certain lines cannot be helped by even his gravitas.
As for the rest of the cast, Cruise attempts to bring the charm for his role

as Nick Morton, but the writing of the character is too much the tired and
smarmy action hero. Nick’s actions and whether they’re selfish or selfless is
a theme explored throughout The Mummy, but while the broad strokes of his
arc are compelling, the action hero stock character feels stale, as if Cruise’s
Nick Morton belongs in film that debuted in the ’80s or ’90s. There’s nothing
fresh or charming about a supposed hero who sleeps with a woman and
steals her belongings without saying goodbye – especially when that’s the
frame in which the only female character beyond the villain is introduced.
Wallis’ Jenny Halsey, though given some agency insofar as having her

own life’s work separate from Nick and the moxy to stand up to him, still winds
up a mixture of the archetypal damsel in distress and the love interest that
inspires the male lead to be better. Johnson’s Chris Vail, meanwhile, is a flat
sidekick character, who largely exists to provide comic relief and, at certain
points, drive the plot forward. Johnson works for the character, though per-
haps mainly because Chris Vail is like many other characters the actor has
portrayed, spouting off witty one-liners and yelling while in danger.
However, The Mummy’s biggest disappointment comes in its gender-

swapped villain. While the backstory of Ahmanet is compelling – a princess
whose destiny is taken from her – the movie makes a point of unnecessarily
sexualizing her character and, especially, her plans for Nick and the Egyptian
god of death. There is a difference between a female villain wielding her sex-
uality as a tool of manipulation or destruction and a female villain participating
in sexualized rituals necessary to fulfilling her goals – the first suggests
agency on the character’s behalf, while the latter doesn’t and is instead a
choice made by the writers. Additionally, the problem with female villains in
male-led stories is that there inevitably comes a time when the male hero
fights the antagonist and is shown physically beating her – no matter the con-
text within the film, it’s troubling imagery within the larger context of the world.
Though The Mummy offers the opportunity to unpack the archetypal sexual-
ized female villain, and the violence wrought upon women, the film instead
doubles down on shallow action spectacle, losing whatever progressiveness
it wanted to achieve with a gender-swapped antagonist.
All in all, The Mummy is a surface-level popcorn blockbuster that’s biggest

strengths lie in a decent action/adventure retelling of the classic monster’s
story and the film’s Dark Universe connections. It’s not the best Hollywood
has to offer this summer, nor the most compelling reboot of The Mummy, but
will be enjoyable for fans of Cruise’s work and those intrigued by Universal’s
new shared universe. And, with the ending of The Mummy leaving the door
open for future installments, as well as a possible direction for the Dark Uni-
verse, perhaps the movie’s greatest success is as the shared universe’s
launchpad.

The Mummy Review

Molly Freeman
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03
Travel

Norm Schriever is an author, adventurer, and expat who lives in Cen-
tral America with a surfboard and a laptop. His recent book, “Pushups
in the Prayer Room,” is a wild, irreverent and hilarious memoir about
a year he backpacked around the world.

I’ve been fortunate enough to travel all around the world but also wit-
nessed an unbelievable array of street scams and hustles. From Cairo
to Caracas, Amsterdam to Amman, someone was always trying to sell
me wolf tickets: the fake drunk, the razor blade slash, the Rio shoe
scam, money exchange bait-and-switches, shifting walls, high-speed
car chases through barrios, muggers with machetes, riots shrouded
in tear gas, clans of pickpocketing gypsies, exotic temptresses who
slip something in your drink, being a guest in a Third World jail and
running for my life from the Triads, the Chinese mafia. I even survived
an elaborate and well-orchestrated grift in Bolivia involving fake po-
licemen with a fake police car and a kilo of fake cocaine that had me
sweating like a hostage. But please don’t let all of this discourage you
from grabbing your passport and exploring the beautiful world we live
in; you’ll find most places to be as safe as your front porch if you ex-
ercise some basic rules of caution: 

Stay ready and you won’t have to get ready
Before you embark make copies of your passport, medical card, credit
cards and travel itinerary. Give a copy to a friend back home and keep
one set with you, separate from the real thing. Email any pertinent in-
formation to yourself through a web based email account so you can
get it from any hotel or internet café if needed. Check in with the U.S.
embassy when you arrive. I even keep $20 folded under the sole of
my shoe for emergencies.

Don’t be the ugly American
Don’t draw negative attention to yourself. If you’re going to party over-
seas (which I highly encourage) don’t get too drunk and always take
a taxi at night. Don’t accept an open drink from someone or leave
yours unattended. Most importantly, never mess with drugs while
you’re in a foreign country — I have a friend serving five years in a
Costa Rican prison who can back me up on this!

Keep a schedule like a farmer
A lot more bad stuff happens at 2 a.m. than it does at 2 p.m. Starting
and ending your day early will keep you out of potentially dangerous
situations. A safe, pleasant touristy neighborhood can turn into a
breeding ground for crime once the sun goes down.

Don’t be easy
Thieves go for the easiest victims they can find. Show that you’re pay-
ing attention — head up, eyes looking around, acknowledging people
coming and going — and they’ll move on to someone easier.

Chaos theory
Thieves choreograph situations that breed confusion and then strike. So

if someone rattles a newspaper in your face or a drunk stumbles into you
or a pack of prostitutes surround you and start being way too friendly, im-
mediately put one hand in your pocket on your wallet and use your free
hand to politely push away and step back from the situation. But the best
way to avoid trouble is to cross the street when you see it coming.

Get local!
No matter where you are “make nice” with the locals. Learn a few
phrases in their native language and write them down on index cards.
Chat with desk clerks, taxi drivers, waiters and shopkeepers. Ask them
their name, where they are from and inquire about their family. People
will see that you’re showing respect and making an effort and treat
you well in return. If all else fails, ask them what soccer (football) team
they’re a diehard fan of — before you know it they’ll be inviting you
over for dinner!

Don’t be flashy
Don’t walk around with an expensive camera or fancy jewelry hanging
around your neck. Wear a cheap plastic watch, if any. Take it all off
before you step out of a bar or restaurant at night. Carry a decoy wal-
let so if you get held up you can gladly throw them that one. Keep your
wallet in your front pocket, and when you’re on a crowded street shift
your backpack to the front.

Poverty or politics?
There are crimes motivated by a disparity in wealth and those based
on politics. Avoiding crimes of poverty requires common sense and
prudence. However, political crimes, like kidnappings and acts of ter-
rorism, are more nefarious. It’s important to avoid countries where
there’s a problem with political crime; it’s not adventurous and it’s not
a game to travel on the “chicken bus” in the countryside of Mexico or
hike near the Iranian border without a map. Check your state depart-
ment’s website and news reports for updates before you book your
trip. 

Donate to a charity, not on the street
Beggars are abundant on the streets of most developing countries.
The typical tourist walking by makes more money in a week than they
do in a year, so it’s easy to see why they would hold out a dirty hand
for alms. Sometimes beggars can be overly aggressive, use your
money for drugs or alcohol or even fake their condition. Instead of
handing out money on the street find a legitimate local charity and
make a donation. Your conscience will be clear that you showed love
to the local community, but you won’t be tempted to give money out
on the 

Live to travel another day
Your goal should always be to get home in one piece, so if something
happens use common sense and keep your cool. If someone pulls a
knife on you, never put up a fight. Give them what they want and get
away safely — at least you’ll have a wild story to tell!

Ten tips to stay safe while traveling abroad
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Books 

The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley

Hannah Tinti
Reviewed by Pete Hamill

The engine powering Hannah Tinti’s complex new novel, The Twelve
Lives of Samuel Hawley, is presented in the very first sentence: “When
Loo was 12 years old her father taught her how to shoot a gun.” Bang,
bang. Guns are normal in the Hawley household, where Loo (short for
Louise) and her father, Samuel, live together. He keeps an assortment of
firearms in his room, in closets, in boxes and in duffel bags. He often cleans
them at the kitchen table, with the caressing attention of a priest. His
daughter is not allowed to touch them. But they are there, and she watches
intensely to learn “what she could about their secrets.”
As the book opens, on her 12th birthday, Loo’s father hands her a spe-

cial gift: a Remington rifle that once belonged to his own father, who
brought it home from World War II. A rifle as family heirloom. Samuel Haw-
ley could have let the girl share one of his other guns: the Magnum, the
Winchester Model 52, the Colt Python. One of the delicate pearl-handled
derringers. The snub-nosed Ruger. But here in the New England woods,
near the fictional beach town of Olympus, Mass., he has narrowed the
choice.
He leads her into the nearby woods with her grandfather’s rifle hanging

across his shoulders. He is in his 40s now, tall and lean, looking younger
than his age. When they are alone in a clearing, he gives her a first lesson
in shooting. The target is a tree in the woods. Hawley talks her through the
moves, including the release of a half-breath just before shooting. She sets
herself, aims, then pulls the trigger.
And misses.
“Everyone misses,” Hawley tells her, scratching his nose. “Your mother

missed.”
“She did?”
We earn an affiliate commission with each book purchase, which helps

support our journalism at The New York Times.
“The first time,” he says. “Now slide the bolt.”
Loo’s mother, Lily, died accidentally in a lake in distant Wisconsin before

the young Loo could truly remember her. That loss provides an emotional
anchor for Tinti’s story — and also for Loo herself, who still disappears at
least once a day into the bathroom where Hawley has created an impro-
vised shrine to his dead wife. As father and daughter moved around the
unfamiliar American countryside, often abruptly, he always took the ele-
ments of the shrine with him to the next place. Photographs, a grocery list,
the scrawled remnants of a dream. Like visible fragments of memory. The
shrine and the guns establish a sense of home, a sense of continuity as
Loo grows up. She may not recover her mother, but eventually she will
master the holy art of shooting.
The story is bound together by memory as a kind of highlight film. Which

is to say, by memory as it actually is and not as a neat, banal narrative or
a huge baroque melodrama. Loo’s memories, and her father’s, are often
triggered by subtle moments: a snatch of song, the rumble of fireworks,
the aroma of food, sudden ripples of offstage laughter. And yes, pictures
in a cramped bathroom. Sometimes the sun gleams in those images. But
more often they are streaked by deep, threatening shadows. In this portrait,
those shadows also obscure the true nature of Samuel Hawley.
The reason: Hawley is an outlaw. Not a gangster, because he retains

no membership in a gang. Hawley is a freelancer, using his skill with guns

to enforce criminal assignments: picking up certain very valuable cargo,
usually in states where he does not live, and delivering it for a fee to the
master planners. He steals cars to get around. He does what is necessary
to survive his assignment. Hurting strangers. Killing, if that is necessary.
He has a few freelance criminal friends, loners shaped by jails and vio-
lence. They often work together. In civilian life, Hawley poses as a fisher-
man or a house painter. He carefully hides his true identity from his
daughter. 
But he also pays a price. The 12 lives of the novel’s title are represented

by 12 bullet wounds in his body, a kind of stations-of-the-cross marker for
the scars Hawley has suffered in the living of his shadow life. His body has
been punctured by too many bullets, along with the interior wound of losing
his wife, and his great fear of harm coming to his daughter. Hawley’s love
for Loo is tender and pure, a reprieve from an otherwise sinful existence.
It makes Hawley an admirable father, and the novel more than a case for
the humanity of gun nuts.
As his own story moves on, Hawley begins to self-medicate against

physical pain or mental agony. He teaches his daughter to roll cigarettes
for him. And he chooses alcohol as his own most useful medicine. The al-
coholic blur pushes away the sharp edges in his mind. It doesn’t matter
where father and daughter are. San Francisco. Oklahoma. Massachusetts.
What matters is to sleep at night. And for Loo to go to a regular school and
make friends. And so they do, in Olympus as in their other homes. But
when Hawley digs for clams at the shore, he always has his back to the
sea while he watches the people.
The story has a few other important characters. One is Loo’s maternal

grandmother, Mabel Ridge, who is severe and wintry, as if convinced that
Hawley and Loo are responsible for Lily’s death. There’s an insecure boy
named Marshall Hicks, who once got fresh with Loo. Her response: She
broke one of his fingers. Later, they fall in love. When Hawley is away, Mar-
shall comes to sleep with Loo. Now they are seeing each other more
clearly, as evoked by Tinti’s keen eye:
“Marshall sat up and looked around Loo’s room, his eyes resting on

each piece of furniture and item on her bureau. A bowl of shells, a strip of
Skee-Ball tickets from the county fair, a pile of comic books, novels and
astronomy guides, some half-melted candles from a power outage, a wad
of balled-up tissues from her last cold, a small batch of cormorant feathers
that she’d found and kept, because she liked their iridescent black color.
Loo watched him puzzle over each object. It was as if he was measuring
her life.”
There are surprises too. And diversions. And mysteries. There is an ex-

tended scene with Hawley’s long absent father, who vanishes again when
it ends: A vision? A delusion? We don’t know, but we read on, carried by
Tinti’s seductive prose. She has a deep feeling for the passage of time and
its effect on character. And when it’s appropriate, she can use her vivid
language to express the ripping depth of human pain.
As this strikingly symphonic novel enters its last movement, the final

bars remind us that of all the painful wounds that humans can endure, the
worst are self-inflicted. The evidence is there in the scar tissue that pebbles
the body of Samuel Hawley, and there too in the less visible scars on his
heart.
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Your View

DURING the recent celebrations on the eve of Pakistan’s win over India in

ICC Champions Trophy, there was firing in the air. Khyber Pahtunkhwa

and Karachi had the maximum casualties because of this activity, while

there was sporadic firing at other places. Men, women and children had

injuries that ranged from the superficial to deep ones. In a press report, a

young boy got his eye blown by a bullet and his brain damaged, turning

him into a cripple for the rest of his life. It must have been an enormous

tragedy for the boy and his family. It is indeed unfortunate that we indulge

in such an uncivilised behaviour. Many lives have been lost and injuries

suffered owing to firing during marriage ceremonies. Sport teaches

civilised behaviour. The country has been flooded with illegal arms, and

the government itself issues arms licences indiscriminately. It is time the

government adopted strict measures to prevent aerial firing to prevent loss

of lives and injuries. Political parties should also play their role in checking

this menace. The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government claims it will create a

“new Pakistan”. This is the area where the provincial government and the

political party governing the province should prove it by its deeds.

Prof. (Dr.) Mahmud Ahmad Akhtar

Rawalpindi

Celebratory fire

THE prime minister gave away Rs215 million as a reward

to the ICC Champions Trophy winning Pakistan team —

players, selectors and others who are quarrelling over

their share (July 5).

This amount came not from the pocket of a sole monarch,

but out of the coffers of a poor democratic country, which

is neck deep in debt. What right did the prime minister

have to squander taxpayers’ money without the consent

of a committee for the purpose? Some esoteric law,

byelaw, or a clause would be evoked in defence.

In Olympic Games medals and titles, not money, are the

real honour. Such a huge amount should have better

been utilised for public welfare such as schools and

healthcare at places where the players hail from.

It is time we established a sports museum with archives

and a library. The museum should have retired and cur-

rent players’ memorabilia. Money is anathema to sports-

man’s spirit. This leads to gambling. We definitely have

some blacklisted players. Sports ought not to be money-

spinners. We have to save our players from such tempta-

tions.

Will the pampered players come forward for such a per-

manent location by donating a part of their gift?

Moinuddin Khan

Karachi

Rewarding cricketers

TALENTED batsman Sarfraz, recently appointed Pakistan’s Test

captain, has signed for Yorkshire as an overseas player for the

NatWest T20 Blast, and he will play almost in five T20 Blast

matches for the Yorkshire team which is currently second in the

North Group of the Blast. According to a report, Sarfraz replaces

Australian Peter Handscomb, who is scheduled to attend a train-

ing camp ahead of Australia’s tour of Bangladesh though that se-

ries could yet get caught up in the ongoing pay dispute. I would

like to congratulate him for the opportunity to show his talent.

M.B.P. Baloch

Kech

Right on, Sarfraz!

THE Champions Trophy victory has been rightly celebrated in

Pakistan on a grand scale. In this celebration, gifts of millions of

rupees have been given to the players.We often see old players in

pathetic condition in old age. I suggest to our players to establish

a fund for their seniors in need. This can be easily done by donat-

ing a certain percentage of their gift money to this fund. This will

be an insurance for them in the later part of their lives.

Fared Zuberi

Lahore

Old age fund

I FEEL ashamed to write about the dirtiness of the city of

Karachi. Wherever you go you find rubbish. Clifton and

Defence are considered to be modern localities, but

even here rubbish is found in the streets and remains

uncollected.

Children don’t understand the consequences of it and

are seen playing around in the midst of litter and

garbage. The poor are seen collecting usable items –a

great risk to their health. I feel sorry that the authorities

concerned should let this state of affairs continue. I urge

the government to take immediate steps to create public

awareness about throwing unwanted stuff in the streets

and make arrangement for collecting the garbage regu-

larly in the interest of public health.

Mohammad Ahmad

Karachi

Uncollected garbage
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Horoscope

Try to be fair in your dealings with acquain-
tances. Disharmony in your relationship may
cause minor ailments. It is best not to upset
the apple cart if you learn information that
may damage a colleague's reputation. Chil-
dren or friends may try to talk you into lending
them money. Your lucky day this week will be
Friday.

You will be able to communicate well this
week. The great outdoors will allow you to
teach youngsters some of the things you
learned when growing up. You can mes-
merize anyone you meet with your cultured
attitude and outlook. Your lover may cost
you financially. Your lucky day this week will
be Sunday.

You need to spend some time getting to know
this person all over again. Don't be shy; if you
want to spend more time with a special per-
son, make a commitment. You will upset your
partner if you have spent money on things
that aren't necessary. Efforts made to im-
prove yourself will turn out to your satisfac-
tion. Your lucky day this week will be Friday.

Responsibilities with respect to older rela-
tives may be a burden. Don't take advantage
of your expense account. Don't hesitate to
enlist the aid of friends or family if you have
a big project to finish in your domestic envi-
ronment. Take time to do something nice for
yourself. Your lucky day this week will be
Thursday.

Refuse to get involved in idle chatter; it will
only make you look bad. You have two
choices; Get out on your own, or bend to
your mate's whims. Your personal life is
going through a state of confusion. Help eld-
ers get their personal papers in order. Your
lucky day this week will be Wednesday.

You can have a great time if you go out
with the one you love. You need an outlet
that will help take your mind off any trou-
bles at work. Do not push your opinions or
try to reform your emotional partner this
week. You can make positive changes in
your home. Your lucky day this week will
be Saturday.

You can meet potential new mates if you so-
cialize with friends. Take a look at the possibil-
ities of starting a small part time business with
friends or relatives. You can make changes that
will enhance your appearance. A day at the
beach may satisfy the whole family. Your lucky
day this week will be Sunday.

If you keep busy you won't feel the personal
pressures you are going through. Most part-
ner problems are a result of both people not
living up to their promises. You will find your-
self tied to the phone. Coworkers may not be
completely honest with you; try not to rely on
help from others.Your lucky day this week
will be Sunday.

Outbursts of passion may cause arguments with
your mate. You can make new friends who
could turn into intimate connections if you join
clubs or take creative courses. Get busy on proj-
ects that improve your own image; you'll have
the discipline to succeed. Avoid lovers who al-
ready have a relation ship, even if it is a bad one.
Your lucky day this week will be Tuesday.

You may find yourself in an opportune posi-
tion if you are willing to take a bit of a risk.
You may have problems with those you live
with. You are best to stick to yourself this
week. Be careful not to let friends or peers
make you look bad.Your lucky day this week
will be Friday.

Don't believe everything you hear. You may
have the energy to clear up that mound of pa-
perwork facing you. A trip to visit relatives
should be rewarding. Compromise if you wish
to have any fun at all. Your lucky day this week
will be Tuesday.

Listen and formulate your course of action.
You will be indecisive. You will attract poten-
tial lovers, but be sure that they're unat-
tached. Throw yourself into your profession.
Do not invest in ventures that only appear to
be lucrative. Your lucky day this week will be
Sunday.

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19) Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22) Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20) Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22) Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Gemini (May 21-June 20) Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22) Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22) Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 23) Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)




